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Standard theory for the one-dimensional mixmg between hot and cold 
gas streams is straxghtforward m princzple, but the results can be rather 
bffxult to Interpret, as well as quite lengthy to calculate. The 
interpretation can be ddfwult either m obtaining a physical understan&ng, 
or for seeing general trends. 

Several simplifxd formulae may be put forward to supplement the 
exlsting methods of analysis. Most of the formulae xn the present paper are 
concerned prnth the loss of total pressure during mting; these formulae are 
limited to flow at low Mach number. A further analyszs concerns the gam of 
thrust which results when two streams of air supplying a propelling nozzle in 
compressxble flow are muted before the nozzle. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Txtle 

The nxz~ng of two streams at constant statxc pressure 

Range of applxatlon of the $6* formula 

Range of applxation of the (6/2 + $/5)* formula 

Example of the emp~r~~l fitting to a 6s curve of the 
adtitxonal loss due to varution of the speclflo heat 

Values of the coefficient A 

Range of applxatlon of the 26' formula for the gain of 
gross thrust 

1. Introduction 

Several methods exxt for calculating the pressure losses during 
m-g between hot and cold streams, see, for example, References 1 to 3. 
These methods are accurate within the assumptions of one-dxmenslonal flow and 
complete mixing. The formulae whuh they provide, however, do not readdy 
show the general trends of behaviour, while the calculations are fauly long. 
Moreover, if the pressure losses are a small proportion of the total pressure 
the result may be given as the small difference of large quantities and 
kffxulty can be experienced in performing the caloulatlon accurately - 
particularly when allowance 1s made for the variation of speclfx heat. An 
dternatlve approach is therefore provded in the present paper. 

There could also be some advantage 111 a method of calcdatron whxh 
gave an extremely sxnple answer even though It were not highly accurate. 
Such a method could reackdy show general trends, it might facdxtate an 
mtultlve or a physxcal understanding of the flow, and It ught be of 
assrstance in assessing the behaviour of more complex flows not satufylng 
the ulealxed one-dunenslonal conbtxons of the theory. Consequently the 
exact results are further sxnplrfied wxth these posslbxlxtxes in view. 

2. The Pressure Loss due to Mlxlngtween Streams of Constant 
Speclflo Heat 

When two streams of mass flow rates q, 9 and velocltles q, uz 
mu completely at constant static pressure to form a stream %, us, as in 
Flg.1, the final velocity 1s given by conservation of momentum to be 

Y = (4% + %%)h% . . . (1) 

where m, = 4 + m, . . . (2) 

For lncompresslble or low Mach number streams of the same perfect gas the 
fIna temperature 1s 

T3 = (n,T, + ~T,)/rn, 1.. (3) 

so that the final densrty 1s given by 

. VP3/ 
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VP3 = (q/p, + %/P2)/% . . . CL) 

.OD (5) 

Equatxm (5) ~111 be found to be equvalent to 

. . . (6a) 

..e (6b) 

The fmst term on the right hand sde of Equatmn (6b) I..S the volume flow 
mean total pressure before m.xmg, and 1s mvarmnt with respect to the statx 
pressure at whxh the mixmg occurs~ The second term, whxh 1s entrrely 
dependent on the static pressure, 
total pressure, say (-AP),, 

may therefore be mterpreted as the loss of 
suffix 'a' denotmg constant speclfx heat. 

Thus, If the volume flow mean dyrmnc head before mucmg 1s q, and the ratms 
%2/m, 6i.d %/uI are denoted m and u, 

q = ( “1 ($p,u,a ) + 2 (’ 
PI Pa 

zP&q/(;+$) 

= $bi%= + 4ya) / h/P, + %/PSI 

m(u - 1y 
= - 

(1 + m) (1 + nd) 

.o. (74 

. . . (7b) 

. . . (7c) 

Equatmn (Tb)/ 
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Equation (7b) can be xrLerpreted physxally as showmg that the 
proportional loss of dynamic head when two streams mu at constant statxc 
pressure is the same as the proportional loss of K.E. when two lnelastx masses 
collide. The two phenomena are xn fact essentully the same and the equatun 
can be derived from this assumption. The loss 111 each Instance 1s due to a 
duslpatlon of kuwtxc energy proportlond to the square of the difference of 
the velocities. 

Equation (7) is a reasonably convenxnt formula for the pressure loss 
111 one-d.xmens~onal lnoompresslble flow at constant statx pressure and 
constant speclflo heat, for whxh conbtlons 1'6 xs exact. It ~111 nom be 
slmplifxd for special applxations. 

2.1 Equal total pressure before murug 

When the mltial total pressures of the two streams are equal, 

and therefore 

Equation (7b) then becomes 

(A% nqm, (Ts 4 $a - Ti ) 
- = - 

9 h + ma) (m,T, + %T,) 

or, from Equation (3), 

(m)a + mimz(T, -Ti) 42 
- = - 

9 (m, + m, )“T, 

If a quantity 6' is defuxd by 

Equation (11) becomes 

(AP)a nqm, - = - 6'a 
9 6% +%I* 

. . . (9) 

.0. (10) 

. . . (II) 

D.. (12) 

. . . (13) 

Equation (13)/ 
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Equatwn (13) 1s stdl exact for the same conbtions as Equation 
rnth the adtitlonal luntatlon that the nntlal total pressures are equal. 

Now for some applzcatlons a sunpler expression than Equation (13) 
would be useful even though It were only rou&hly correct. 
shovm that when the mass flow 1s unity Equation (13) becomes 

It 1s reaady 

( 7) 

- (AP)a/q = ;S* + O(b4) .D. (14) 

where 

6 = (T, - Ti )/zp, . . . (15a) 

F~g.2 st,~ws that, although 

- (AP)s/q = $6" -*. (15b) 

might be consdered a severe simpllfuzatlon, yet nevertheless it is a 
reasonable representation of the loss over a range of mass flow ratios, 
%/!I, from O-6 to well over 2.5, thus mcluting most practzod instances. 

2,2 Total pressure nearly equal before muang 

When the total pressures are pearly equal the result corresponding 
to Equation (15b) becomes 

- (AP)dq = (h/2 + #/5) 0.0 (16) 

where 

Comparison with the exact expressIon of Equation (7) is shown in Fq.3. 

2.3 ~ Smusoidal temper&u-e dutrlbutlon 

One advantage of Equation (15b) may be seen in the slmp1lclt.y with 
vrh1c.h It may be applied to the nternal muclng of a smgle stream having 
uutrally a sinusoidal type of temperature varlatlon. 

In order to find the loss an element of the warner flow 1s paired 
wth an element of the cooler such that the mean tenperature of the two 
elements is equal to the overall mean and theu mass ratlo the same as the 
overall mass ratlo of hot to cold, The loss is then obtaued by lntegratron 
for all such pans. Since the loss for each pair IS approximately 
proportional to the square of the value of 6 for that pair, the ratlo of the 
loss with a sinusou?al profde, to that nth a square profde between the sane 
,Ul.XLII1uIL1 and KKLII~ID."B t~~pC%tU-~S, 33 JUSt 
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I 
.?[ /a 

I 

-x 
sin'y dy 

0 I 
/a 

dY, 
0 

x.e., a half. Thus correspon&ng to Equation (15b), a snusoidal type 
of temperature tistributlon would give 

- (AP)a/q = i&,, 

where 6,,, 1s the value of 6 between the maxinun and nnumum temperatures 
1.e., 

The result from Equation (16) is similarly halved for a suusoxld 
dxtnbutlon, provSied the,local value of $ for a pau of elements is 
proportIonal to that of 6. 

2.4 The mulmum loss 02 total ln~ssure 

Lutz shows ihthnt there LS a static pressure for whxh the muting loss 
1s a munmum3. 

Returning to Equation (6b), i.e., 

PIm,/P, + %%ZP* m,QJ (u2 - UiY 
P3 = 1 2 

m,/P, + %/P* (9 + %I h/Pi + %/Pz) 

. . . (6b) 51s 

the first term on the right hand side IS mdepzndent of the statzc pressure 
at whxh the mixrng occurs, while the second term 1s essentially negative 
or zero, being m-o if (u, - q) 1s XI-O. Thus the maximum total presswe 
possible after mixing is equal to the volume florr mean total pressure before 
mwng, and thu total pressure 1s attained If the stream velocities 02 % 
and u, are equal- there then bexng no duslpation of kinetic energy. 
For the velocltxs to be equal, 

(PI - p)/p, = &k2 = 5%” = (p, - P)/P* .*. (20) 

*". (21) 

an4 
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and hence 

pa - p = T, (Pi - Ps I/(% - '4) .** (22) 

Equation (21) gives the value of the static pressure at which there would be 
zero loss. As would be expected mtuitively the velocities can only be 
equalised If the cooler stream IS at the higher to-&L pressure; Equation (22) 
demonstrates this result as the quantxty (Ps - p) .is essentially positive, 
requiring that (PI - P,)/(T, - T,) is also positive. 

When the hot stream is at the higher total pressure Equation (6b) 
shows that the criterion for minimum loss is that (I+ - q) is a minimum - 
i.e., that the static pressure is such that 

(d/dP)(% - %) = 0 . . . (23) 

I.e., 

puau = - + 

Equation (23) gives 

Plu, = pa% 

. . . (24) 

. . . (25) 

or 

d”a = Ti/Ta . . . (26) 

to be the condition for minlslum loss when the hot stream has the greater 
total pressure. 

(u, -%I 
As would be expected differentiation of (u, - u,)s, in place of 

as in Equation (2J), gives the criteria for either stream being 
at the greater total pressure. 

2.5 Comparison between mixing at constant static pressure 
and mxing in a duct of constant cross-sectional area 

For the constant pressure mixing the area ratio is 



If PI% = pas this ratio is seen to be unity, so that mixing at constant 
pressure is then identxal with mixing at constant area. If the area rat10 
is a little greater than unity the mean flow ares. durang mixing IS sl&tly 
greater than for mixmg m a duct of constant area; hence the mean dynaiac 
head during the dng is slightly less and therefore the loss ml1 be sl@~tly 
less. This result holds typically for muting between two streams at equal 
total pressure, the difference between the losses being typically about IO,% 
of the loss. For example, using the method of Reference 1 the loss when 
Ta = 4T,, ana m, = nq, becomes (AP);Jq = ll*l$ when the flow area IS 
constant, compared pplth 1% given by Equation (13) of the present paper, for 
mixmg when the static pressure 1s constant. Since in this example the 
total pressures and hence the dynamic heads are equal, piqa = p2%* and 

hence piq/paus = (Ta/T,)& = 2. Thus the difference between the two types 
of mixing would only be expected to be large when the products pi-% sd 
paus in Equation (27) are very different from each other. 

As noticed by Lute3, the analysis for mixing at constant static 
pressure IS rather simpler than for that at constant area. 

3. The Pressure Loss with Vaming Speclfio Heat 

Returning to the initial snalys~s of Section 2, Equations(l) and (2), 
for the velocity and mass flow sfter mixing at constant statlo pressure, hold 
independently of the specific heat. Thus the only effect of a varying specifx 
heat on the final dynamic head of Equation (5) would be in the effect on the 
density. If the actual final temperature is denoted Ta, and that for ideal 
gases Tid, the proportional reduction in the find density as a result of 
the variation in specific heat is 

(pia - pac)/pid = (T~,J-’ - Tacmi )Tid = (Tat - T&/‘Tac . . . (28) 

The corresponding reduction in total pressure, say (-AP)b - suffix 'b' 
denoting the increment resulting from the variation of speclfio heat - is 

- (m)b = (%Ps%*)id (Tat - Tid)/Tac 

so that 

- (API,/ 1s - (AP)aj = (Tat - Tid)/'Tac 

0.e (29) 

0.. (30) 

Equation (30) 1s a reasonably convenient formula for the 
addxtlonsl pressure loss which results from the variation of specific heat; 
It should be exact for one-dxmenslonal nting of incompressible flows at 
constant static pressure. The r&t hand side of Equation (30) is rndependent 
of the initial difference in total pressure between the two streams. 
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Now rf m a gas the increase in specific heat were linear with 
temperature the right hand side of Equation (30) would be found al&ebraxally 
to be proportIona to @, for small values of 6; 6 IS defined as III 
SectIon 2 by Equation (15a), T3 berg understood as T3 Id' 
the right hand side of Equation (30) 

Consequently 
h as been evaluated n&merlcally for a real 

gas - air, with zero fuel - and values of a coeffxxnt 'A' sought wkrch mould 
enable Equation (30) to be replaced by 

- (ap)b/ IS - (m)aj * A@ D.* (31) 

The caJ.oulations were made for a range of values of 6 at each of several 
values of the mean tempature, for four mass florv ratios. For a mass flow 
rat10 Of urmty the quantity (T,c - Tid)/T,c was found to be very closely 
proportional to Sa, as shown, for example, m Fig& for a fmal temperature 
Tid Of IOOO'K. For the other mass flow ratios the result did not fit a 6' 
curve so well, but the absolute discrepancy IS small. The resultmg values 
for 'A', as given in Fig.5, when used m conJunction mth Equation (31), 
gives (AP)b/ 11 - (AP),/q] correct to withm &$ of q, for temperature 
ratlos up to L&. The values of 'A' are seen to be only slrghtly affected 
by the mass flow ratlo of the two streams and, for tenperatures T,d above 
IOCWK, may be represented by 

A = OS080 - 0.030 i (Tld/loooOK) - 1 ] OII T,, > looo°K Do. (j2) 

to 
To the accuracy of Equatzon (l&b) Equation (31) may be smpl~~xd 

- (AP)b/q = AS2 .a. (33) 

Equations (I!%) and (33) may then be combmed to give that the loss of total 
pressure for two streams of a3.r of equal total pressures mxing at constant 
static pressure is 

- AP/q = - (AP),/q - (AP),/q 9 (t + A)@ a.- (34) 

where A 1s given by Flg.5 or Equation (32). 

In the range of temperatures likely to be net m a turboJet en@.ne 
Equation (34) may be replaced by 

- AP/q + 0.32 6= Q.. (35) 

For streams whose imtlal total pressures are nearly equal 
Equations (16) and (33) give 

- AP/q + (6/Z + 4/5)* + A@ e.. (36) 
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As for Equation (18) the loss for an initial slnusodal temperature 
distribution is a half of that for a rectangular distribution between the 
same m-mum and rmnimum temperatures. 

For air contarning fuel the values of A are greater than shown in 
Fig.5. A limited number of calculations at unit mass flow ratio gave increases 
III A of 50 and almost 100% for fuel/air ratios in the hot stream of 0.02 and 
O-04 respectrvely. 
to 0.36 and o-39. 

The coeffxients m Equation (35) increase correspondingly 

3.1 Comparuon with the exact method of Lewis and Drabble 

The method of calculation for constant pressure -g in the 
Appendix of Reference 2 has been used to calculate the followmg example: 

m, = IQ,T, = 1800%, TV = 6000~, 

with zero fuel/air ratio and the Mach number in each stream O-500. The two 
total pressures are very slightly different (by 6% of the static pressure) 
owing to the values of y being different. 

Taking values of y appropruate to the mean of the statx and total 
temperatures for each stream, and using four siguficant figures in the 
calculations, the loss given by the method of Reference 2 becomes about e$ of 
the initu,l dynamic head. 

Using the "0.32 6'" formula of Equation (35), 6 = O-500, and the 
loss is 8*0$. 

Using Equation (13), and ignoring the slight difference of total 
pressure mentioned previously, the loss for a constant specific heat is 6-s, 
while Equation (31) and Fig.5 give a 1.7% increment clue to variation of 
specific heat; thus the t&d-loss us& Equations (13) and (Ji), together 
wzth Fig.5, is 8.4%. 

The comparison appears satrsfactory and the methods of the present 
paper would seem applxable at least up to O-5 Mach number. LI the 
comparuon the dynamx head, q, in compressible flow has been taken as the 
difference of the total and static pressures, rather than as -$pt?. The 
ratio (P - p)/$pu' is l-064+ at M = 0.5, so that the effect on the 
calculation is small. 

4. The Thrust Gain due to Mixmg 

The gross thrust M from a Jet of mass flow m and uniform nozzle 
veloczty u is 

M = mu .a. (37) 

If the total temperature of the Jet is T and if the flud 1s a perfect gas 
the thrust for inviscid flow may be expressed 

where/ 
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where f IS a function of the total to statx pressure ratlo, the flow here 
being consIdered compressible. Consequently the gain of thrust obtained 
when two streams of a perfect gas at the same total pressure, but different 
temperatures, are mlxed at stagnation pressure before expansion through the 
nozzle (ms'cead of being expanded separately) 1s 

(AM), = (IQ + IQ)T,% - (r&T,% + qT,h) . . . (39) 

where (m, + q)Ts = nTi + n4rT, . . . (40) 

Thus 

(ANa * 
- = I- . . . (41) 

Id 

M being the thrust from the pre-mned Jet. 

From Equation (40) the following relatlonshlps may be obtamed:- 

where 

T,/T, = 1 - 2$/b, + *,) 

T,& = 1 + 2$/(m, + ma) 3 
. . . (42) 

6 = (T, - T,)/2T, . . . (15a) bis 

Equation (41) then becomes 

hoa nqm, 61 
-= - + o(P) 

Id h +%?Y 2 
. . . (43) 

the term O(6s) becoming O(@) when m, = I%. For a reasonable range of 
mass flow ratios Equation (43) may be slmpllfied to 

(/.w),J% = ;sa . . . (44) 

Flg.6 shows the results from Equation (44) UI comparison with the exact results 
from Equation (41). For slnusodal dxtributions the effect is approxunately 
halved as xn previous seotlons. 

The srmpllfxatlon from Equatzon (43) to Equation (44) loses the 
property that (&4)/M becomes zero when m,/m, becomes zero or inftite. 
use of the full first term of Equation (43) would have retalned this property, 
but, as most practxal applications seem likely to be within the range of 
applxabdity of the very short $8" formula of Equation (4.4) (see Fig.6), 
the i6s formula seems the most appropriate sxnpllflcation. 
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For a real gas, for whxh the speclfrc heat vanes with temperature, 
a snr~lar argument to that in SectIon 3 can be used to deterrmne the 
adclltlonal gam of thrust. ConmYiermg untully the Jet at low Mach number, 
so that the total and static temperatures are nearly equal, the proportIona 
gam in 13, resul'cmg from the actual muted temperature exceeding the deal, 
1s the same as the prenous proportional loss xn *pu”. Thus the 
proportional gain 111 velocity, and hence thrust, 1s a half the previous 
proportlond loss of dynaznc head, I.e., 

. . . (45) 

where A is as III Fig.5. For compressible flow the increment of work output 
by the gas 111 accelerating the jet relative to the nozzle during any g~.ven 
increment of pressure change dung the expansion 1s proportional to the 
temperature of the gas, whde the temperature drop LS proport~ond to the work 
output, and therefore to the irutial temperature. Following such general 
arguments, and notng that the varlatlon of A IS fx~r>~ small mthn the 
practxal range of turboJet engmes, It would seem that Equation (45) would 
hold also for compressible flow provided A IS taken as a mean over the range 
of statx temperature during the expansion. Thus, to the accuracy of 
Equation (U+), the total gain m a gas unth varying speolfic heat may be 
written 

(AM)/% = 0.16 6’ e.. (46) 

For fuel/an ratios of 0.02 and O-04 respectively m the hot stream 
the coeffxlent 1x1 Equatxon (46) would become O-18 and 0.20 respectively. 

The following two examples compare results from the preceding 
equations with those from the standard method of andys~s based on the data 
of Reference 4. In each example the mass flow ratlo of the two streams IS 
unity. 

For the fust example the lnitxl total temperatures are 18C0°K 
and 600°K when unmated, glvlng a total temperature of the muted stream of 
1200'K for an deal gas and 1223'K for air. The nozzle pressure ratio IS 
30. The standard method of calculation sves a ga3.n of gross thrust of 
about 4$$ usmg pure air. Equation (41) @ves the gain to be 3.45% for an 
ideal gas having constant speclfx heat. Equation (45) mth Fig.5, taking 
a mean value of A to be O-071 between 12C@'K and 500°K - the approximate 
range of statx temperature of the muted stream - gives the um33nent due to 
variation of specifx heat to be 0.89%. Thus the total gain becomes 4034%. 
On the other hand using the "0.16 6" formula from Equation (46), 6 = 0.500 
and so the gain for air 1s 4*&%. For a fuel/an ratio of 0.04 111 the hot 
stream the standard calculation gives a gain of about 4.95% while the 
wO-20 6"' method gives a gain of 5*C$. 

For the second example the untldl temperatures are 1200°K and 
600°K, and the nozzle pressure rat.10 IO. The standard method gives a gain 
of 1.9%. Equation (41) gives 1.45% for an deal gas and Equation (45) mth 
Fxg.5 gives an increment of O-37$, l.e., a total of 1.82%. 'Ike "O-16 6' " 
formula vath 6 = $ gives 1.78%. 
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In these examples the simplest formula appears quite adequate for 
calculating the gain of thrust resulting from pre-m*mg. 

5. Conclusions 

The algebrarc analysx for the pressure loss III one-timensuxzd 
mixmg between two streams of lncompresslble flow can be treated very simply 
when the mixing occurs at constant statx pressure, whiLe the formulae 
cbtaxxd for the loss hold also as a good approxunation for mlnng at 
constant area* By sutable algebrax manxpulation the results may be 
expressed 1x1 a manner whxh 1s very readdy rnterpreted physually as, for 
example, for Equation (7). The exact answer when the total pressures of the 
streams are equal may be sunpllfled even further if an error of the order of 
15% of the loss is acceptable - e.g,, when the dynarmc head is low. The loss 
of total pressure IS then given by 

-  (AP),Js = i”” e.s (15b) ‘oxi 

for an deal gas in which the speclfx heat IS constant, or 

- bp/q + 0.32 ha (35) bls 

for pure air wlthu~ the temperature range of gas turbrnes. In these formulae 
q IS the mltul dynarmc head and 6 represents the proportional deference 
of temperature defined as 

o.D (15a) bis 

For fuel/an ratlcs of 0.02 and O-04 in the hot stream the coefflclent o-32 
III Equation (35) IS replaced by O-36 and O-39 respectively. These formulae 
apply for hot,to cold mass flow ratios m excess of 0.6, l.e., for 'by-pass" 
ratws less than about 107/l. 

For a propelling nozzle having two an supplies at different 
temperatures but the same total pressure the proportional uxrease of gross 
thrust, AM/M, whxh results from muc~ng the au? at stagnation before 
expanslcn through the nozzle, may be expressed 

for compressible flow III an deal gas having a constant specific heat, and 

for pure an wlthm the temperature range of gas twbmes. For fuel/au 
ratios of 0.02 and O-O& in the hot stream the coeffuxent 0.16 in 
Equatxon (46) IS increased to 0.18 and 0020 respectively. 

The/ 
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The results for temperature dutnbutmns whxh are untally 
rectangular are halved in a flow havmg initially a smusoula.1 type of 
temperature tistrxbution between the same maxmun and rmnimum values. 
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NOtatiOIl 

mass flow of the hot stream 

mass flow of the cold stream 

mass flow of the mixed stream 

P 

T 

P 

-AP 

velocity of the hot stream before mixing 

velocity of the cold stream before mixing 

velocity of the mixed stream 

ua 1% 

density 

total temperature 

total pressure 

loss of total pressure 

static pressure 

volume flow mean dynamic head before mxcing (Equatxon (Ta)) 

cross-sectional area of the flow 

k" _ q,2)@ 

('5 - 5 )I% ,itt 

ba,x - %in)& 

(pa - PI Ml 

ratio of the speorfic heats Cp/Cv 

distance measured transversely 

coefficient of Sa for Equation (31) 

gross thrust 

Suffices/ 



a hot stream 

I cold stream 

J mxed stream 

a result for constant specific heat 

b a&dltional effect resulting from the variation of speclfx heat 

Id after mixing, for an dzal gas mth constant specific heat 

a0 after muing, for actual gas (au) 

AT 





FIG.1. 

THE MI&‘Il@& TWO STREAMS AT 
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MASS FLOW RATIO, HOT STREAM COLD STREAM,m 

RANGE OF APPLICATION OF THE ii 62FORMULA 
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the formulae in the present paper are concerned with the fomulae m the present paper are concerned mth 
the loss of total pressure during mting; these the loss of totd. pressure durmg -ng; these 
formulae are lmited to flow at low Mach number. A formulae are limited to flow at low Mach number. A 
further analysis ccmerns the gain of thrust which further analysis ccncerns the gain of thrust which 
results when two streams of air supplying a propelling results when two streams of .ar supplying a propelling 
nozzle m compressible flow are mixed before the nozzle in compressible flow are mixed before the 
nozzle. nozzle. IlCZZlC. 
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